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� Introduction

Recently� algorithms based on explicit statistical
models have proved useful for several problems in
computational molecular biology� These include�
an EM algorithm for identi�cation and character�
ization of DNA regulatory binding sites �Lawrence
� Reilly� �		
�� a Gibbs sampling algorithm for lo�
cal alignment of subtle sequence signals in multiple
protein sequences �Lawrence et al�� �		�� alignment
of large families of protein sequence using hidden
Markov models �HMM� �Baldi et al�� �		�� Haus�
sler et al�� �		��� the threading of sequence through
structural motifs �Bryant � Lawrence� �		� and
the prediction of common RNA secondary struc�
tures using context free grammars �Sakakibara et
al�� �		�� Eddy � Durbin� �		��� The purpose of
the current article is to provide a coherent statis�
tical viewpoint and sampling�based algorithms for
the alignment of multiple biopolymer sequences� es�
pecially protein sequences�

Proteins are responsible for nearly all of the func�
tions of all living beings and most of life�s struc�
tures� While proteins are constantly subjected to
random mutations the maintenance of the structure
and function of a protein requires that the most
important segments of its polymer sequence be at
least somewhat preserved� Therefore� the identi��
cation and characterization of local residue patterns
or conserved segments shared by a set of proteins
have provided a number of insights in molecular bi�
ology� For example� multiple sequence alignment is
crucial in research on the structure and function of
proteins� through promoting the detection and de�
scription of sequence motifs� aiding e�orts at protein
modeling� structure prediction and engineering� and
shedding light on molecular evolution and phylogeny
construction in molecular systematics�

Four classes of mutations alter protein sequences�
Among these classes point mutation alters the iden�
tity of a residue at a given position in the sequence�
In contrast� transpositions� insertions or deletions�
and sequence duplications add� delete or move seg�
ments of the sequences about� and thus result in
the misalignment of sequence data� The goal of au�
tomated methods is to realign the sequences using
only sequence information� Traditional algorithms
for �nding optimal solutions are either too computa�
tionally expensive so as to limit their applications or
insensitivity to subtle patterns� The approach taken
here rests on the notion that information may be
most e�ciently extracted from the sequence obser�
vations through the use of a statistical model� This
model is parametrized so as to faithfully represent
the underlying protein characteristics and our main
point of interest� We believe that building explicit
statistical model is an important learning process in
scienti�c investigation at such a complex level�

The �D structures of proteins are critical to
their functions� These structures are formed when
the protein polymer spontaneously folds to a spe�
ci�c shape� This folding process results in a struc�
ture composed of segments of the protein polymers
that form the core of the structure and loops that
arise as the polymer folds back on itself� The three
classes of mutations that cause misalignment stem
primarily from variations in the lengths of loops�
Gaps in alignments only rarely occur in core seg�
ments� Furthermore� those loops that have essential
roles in protein function also can not tolerate varia�
tion in length� These aspects of molecular structure
suggest that residues common to a set of protein se�
quences occur in ungapped blocks of residues� While
the block�based models �Lawrence � Reilly� �		
�
Liu� Neuwald � Lawrence� �		�� can be successfully
applied to local alignment �Lawrence et al�� �		�
Neuwald� Liu � Lawrence� �		��� gap�based meth�
ods in the form of HMM� which exploit Markovian
recursive relationship when the order of the blocks is
the same in all sequences �i�e�� colinear�� have been
devised �Haussler et al�� �		�� Baldi et al�� �		��� In



this article� we will describe ideas and models that
combine both block�based and gap�based methods�
A detailed analysis and application of our new meth�
ods are deferred to our forthcoming manuscript�

The need for sequence alignment algorithms
stems from the fact that direct data on the e�ects
of the mutations that misalign sequences are not
observed� That is� the actual starting position of
the conserved segment can be viewed as missing
data� Such a viewpoint is closely related to mixture
models� For example� the alignment problem can
be thought of as classifying each position in a pro�
tein sequence into two classes� a starting position of
the conserved pattern or not� This suggests ways of
attacking the problem other than many traditional
methods �Liu et al� �		��� Here we intend to com�
bine di�erent statistical viewpoints and to provide
a class of models that are suitable for various align�
ment problems�

The article is arranged as follows� Section � in�
troduces basic notations� mathematical structure�
and some early results as reported in Lawrence et
al� ��		� and Liu ��		��� etc� Section  explains
the hidden Markov model as used in Haussler et al�
��		�� and Baldi et al� ��		�� with an emphasis on
its statistical aspect� Sections � and � are devoted to
develop new ideas related to multiple colinear mo�
tifs and Markovian structures� Section � concludes
with a brief discussion�

� Notations and Basics

�� Product multinomial model with
product Dirichlet priors

Let � � ���� � � � � �w�� where each �j is a probability
vector of length p� i�e��

�j � ���j � � � � � �pj�
T � j � �� � � � � w�

where �ij � 
 and ��j � � � �� �pj � ��
A vector r � �r�� � � � � rw�� where rj belongs to

one of the p known categories� is said to follow a
product multinomial distribution with parameter ��
i�e�� r � PM ���� if rj follows Mul��j� for j �
�� � � � � w� and all the rj are mutually independent�
A product Dirichlet can be similarly introduced as
a conjugate prior for �� That is� we say � � D�B��
where B � ���� � � � ��w� and �j � ���j� � � � � �pj�

T �
provided that all the �j are mutually independent
and the �j are distributed as Dirichlet D��j�� for
j � �� � � � � w�

For a set of observations R � fr�� � � � � rlg� we
de�ne a counting function h such that h�R� �

�m�� � � � �mp�� where mk is the number of r�s in R
that belongs to category k� It is noted that the func�
tion h has a nice additive property� If another data
set R� � fr��� � � � � r

�
ng is given� for example� then

h�R� � h�R�� � h�R� R��� where R� R� means to
combine the two categorical data sets R and R��

For vectors v � �v�� � � � � vp� and � � ���� � � � � �p��
we de�ne that �

v � �v�� � � ��
vp
p and ��v� �

��v�� � � ���vp�� If the vi�s are integers� we denote
v� � v�� � � �vp�� For such vector� we also use the no�
tation jvj � jv�j� � � �� jvpj� Using these notations�
for example� we can denote the norming constant
for a p�dimensional Dirichlet distribution D��� as
��j�j�������

Now suppose we have observations r�� � � � � rn�
where ri � �ri�� � � � � riw�� from PM ���� then the
posterior distribution of � is a product Dirichlet if
a conjugate prior distribution for � is used� Let
R�j � �r�j� � � � � rnj�T for j � �� � � � � w� Then the
likelihood of � can be written as

��r�� � � � � rn j �� �
wY
j��

�
h�R�j�
j �

If the prior distribution for � is D�B�� the pos�
terior distribution of � is D�B � H�� where H �
fh�R���� � � � �h�R�w�g is a p � w matrix� The pre�
dictive distribution for next observation rn�� is then
PM � ���� where �� � �B�H� is the posterior mean
of ��

� Data structure

Throughout the article� we assume that there
are K �protein� sequences to be aligned� each with
length nk for k���� � � �K� in which each residue
among the sequences takes values from an alphabet
with p ���
 for protein� di�erent letters�

DataR �

sequence �� r��� r��� � � � r��n�
sequence �� r��� r��� � � � r��n�

���
���

� � �
���

sequence K� rK�� rK�� � � � rK�nK

Let the collection of indices be denoted by I �
f�k� n� � n � �� � � � � nk� k � �� � � � �Kg� For any
set S � I� we de�ne RS � frk�n � �k� n� � Sg� We
will also write Sc � I n S� Let the vector

N � �n�� � � � � nK�

represent the respective length of the protein se�
quences� Our task is to recognize and align the
core of secondary structural elements that are con�
served among multiple sequences� An element is de�
�ned to be an ungapped subsequence with known



width� We assume that there are M elements each
of length wm within every protein sequence� Models
that are used to describe these elements are called
motifs� For an element of length w� its motif is in the
form of a product multinomial model for the residue
frequencies at each position j for j � �� � � � � w�
consisting of the parameters �j�����j� � � � � �p�j�T �
The background frequencies ��������� � � � � ���p�T de�
scribe those residues occur in positions not belong
to the motif pattern� Another data structure A�
constituting the alignment� is a set of starting posi�
tions ak�m� where k � �� � � � �K and m � �� � � � �M �
for the common patterns within the sequences� Our
goal will be to identify the �best�� de�ned as the
most probable� common pattern�

�	 Previous results� single motif

model and alignment

In the case when M � �� we let ak be the starting
position of the single motif in sequence k and let
A � fa�� � � � � aKg� De�ne fAg � fak � j 	 � � k �
�� � � � �K� j � �� � � � � wg� which is the set of indices
occupied by the elements with starting positions in�
dicated in A� and RfAg denote the collection of the

residues in fAg� i�e�� RfAg � frk�ak�j�� � for j �

�� � � � � w� k � �� � � � �Kg�
We assume that all residues outside the mo�

tif region are independently drawn from a com�
mon multinomial model characterized by a vector
�� � ������ � � � � �p���� where ���� � � � �� �p�� � � and
�i�� � 
� for all i� The residue frequencies for the
motifs� however� are modeled by PM ��� as de�ned
in Section �� where � � ���� � � � � �w�� Therefore�
w� � p�dimensional parameter vectors are required
to fully describe the data�

Treating the alignment data A as missing data

and let A � l
def
� fa� � l� � � � � aK � lg� we write the

likelihood function of the full observation �R�A� as�

��R�A j ����� � �
h�R

fAgc
�

�

wY
j��

�
h�RA�j��

�

j

Assume a priori that �� � D���� where � �
���� � � � � �p�� and � � D�B� with B � ��j�� j �
�� � � � � w� and �j � ��ij � i � �� � � � � p�� Then we have
an explicit form for the conditional predictive dis�
tribution ��akjA��k	�R� by integrating out the pa�
rameter �� and �� which can be well approximated
by

��ak � i j A��k	�R� �
wY
j��

�
��j
���

�h�rk�i�j���
� ���

where A��k	 denotes the set fal� l 
� kg �Liu et al��

�		��� The ��j �s are the posterior means of the �j�s
conditioned on the observed sequence data R and
the current alignment A��k	� and ��� is the posterior
mean of �� based on the current nonsite positions
in R� i�e�� ri�j with �i� j� 
� fA��k	g� This condi�
tional distribution is then used in a Gibbs sampling
algorithm to do the local alignment �Lawrence et al�
�		��

For more general cases when it is not known
in advance how many elements there are in each
sequence� Liu et al� ��		�� and Neuwald et al�
��		�� provide Gibbs sampling algorithms based on
a mixture�model viewpoint�

� The HMM and Gibbs

Sampling

The hidden Markov model �HMM�� as was �rst ap�
plied to model DNA sequences by Churchill ��	�	��
has enjoyed a surge of popularity in protein sequence
alignment problems �Haussler et al� �		�� Krogh
et al� �		� Baldi et al� �		��� A review of the
basics of HMM can be found in Rabiner ��	�	��
In Haussler et al� ��		�� and Baldi et al� ��		���
where the HMM is applied to sequence alignment�
one may �nd that their HMM architecture for gen�
erating protein sequences does not explicitly specify
what the �hidden Markov chain� for each observed
sequence is� In this section� we intend to clarify this
point by presenting an explicit formulation of the
hidden states� which can be useful for facilitating a
full Bayesian solution to the problem�

	�� The hidden states in HMM

Here we use the notations introduced by Haussler
et al� ��		��� In particular� for a sequence s� its
residues are denoted by x�x�x
 � � �xL� Suppose that
the aligned model is of length N � Let mk denote a
match at position k of the model� let ik denote an
insertion after position k of the model� and let dk
denote a deletion of position k of the model� Figure
� of Haussler et al� ��		�� illustrates all the possible
transitions from three types of mutational events�

To treat x�x� � � � xL formally as a realization of
a HMM� we need an explicit description of the un�
derlying Markov chain� Let

h� � h� � � � � � hL

be the hidden chain� Then the architecture of the
HMM described in Haussler et al� ��		�� implies
that each chain of this sort corresponds to a par�
ticular �path� that generates the observed sequence



with given parameters� and each hl is a �step� in
this path� More precisely� we let i represent that
a particular residue is an insertion� let d indicate
deletion� and let m stand for �match� which im�
plies that the residue is generated by the underlying
model� Therefore� an observed residue in sequence
s can either be generated by an insertion or from
model� The state d is used for generating gaps�

Let us look at residue x�� Since it has to be
produced by some insertion or match state� the
path to produce x� must be one of the following
four types� i�� m�� d� � � �dkik� and d� � � � � dkmk���
Therefore� the hidden state h� actually represents
a path that leads to the production of x� and
can be abbreviated as i�k or m�

k just to indi�
cate at what position of the model be x� gener�
ated� Clearly� h� takes �N � � di�erent values�
i��� � � � � i

�
N �m

�
�� � � � �m

�
N � In general� given that ht �

i�k or m�
k� the path that produces xt�� can be one

of the four types� ik� mk��� dk�� � � �dk�jik�j � or
dk�� � � �dk�jmk��� Therefore� ht�� takes values on
the set fi�k� � � � � i

�
N �m

�
k��� � � � �m

�
Ng� If the transition

probabilities T �i� i�� T �i� d�� T �i�m�� T �d� i�� T �d� d��
T �d�m�� T �m� i�� T �m� d�� T �m�m� in the original
architecture �Haussler et al� �		�� are speci�ed�
then the transition probabilities for the underlying
hidden Markov chain are

P �ht�� � i�k j ht � i�k� � T �ik� ik��

P �ht�� � m�
k�� j ht � i�k� � T �ik�mk����

for having no deletion in the next state� and

P �ht�� � i�k�j j ht � i�k�

� T �ik� dk���T �dk��� dk��� � � �T �dk�j� ik�j��

P �ht�� � m�
k�j�� j ht � i�k�

� T �ik� dk���T �dk��� dk��� � � �T �dk�j�mk�j����

for having j deletions before a residue is generated
from either the insertion state ik�j or match state
mk�j���

The formulas are the same for ht � m�
k after

replacing ik by mk� The above illustration provides
us a clearer view of the roles of each parameter� and
also illustrates how a Gibbs sampler can be designed
for the HMM�

	� An outline of Gibbs sampling

To enable a Gibbs sampling algorithm� we regard
the above HMM also as a missing data problem in
which the hidden path indicated by the h�s is miss�
ing� Let � denote the collection of all parameters�
i�e�� those T functions� Then given �� the transi�
tion matrices from hl to hl�� is easy to calculate as

demonstrated in previous subsection� Thus� using
a dynamic programming technique that is similar
to the propagation method described in next sec�
tion� we are able to calculate the joint distribution
of h�h����hL given the sequence data s � x�x�����xL
and �� and sample the hidden states jointly from
p�h�h����hL j s��� for the particular sequence s at
consideration� Conversely� if the hidden paths for all
the observed sequences are given� we can update the
posterior distribution of � conveniently and then
draw a new � from it� Thus a Gibbs sampling
approach can be achieved by alternating the above
two sampling steps iteratively� Because of the com�
plex nature of the parameter space of �� however�
the collapsing theorem of Liu ��		�� is generally
not applicable� Hence the computational complex�
ity of this algorithm will be greatly increased com�
pared with our current Gibbs sampling algorithms
for block�based models �Liu et al�� �		�� Neuwald et
al�� �		��� More elaborate work in this direction is
apparently in urgent need�

� Aligning Multiple Motifs

With a Permutation Model

Core structure of a protein sequence consists of sev�
eral elements with di�erent motif models� In most
cases the ordering of these elements remains un�
changed during molecular evolution� although in
very rare occasions exon shu�ing results in ele�
ment transpositions� The plain Gibbs sampler with
small variation �Lawrence et al� �		�� can be eas�
ily applied to identify common elements in spite of
their reordering� However� since biopolymers usu�
ally evolve without transpositions� a model with el�
ement colinearity being taken into account increases
sensitivity in aligning sequences with subtle motifs�

The model discussed in this section is a way of in�
corporating the ordering information� Assume that
the K sequences share M elements each of width
wm �m���� � � �M �� and let W �

PM

m�� wm� Again�
let the vector ak � �ak��� � � � � ak�M� denote the start�
ing positions of the M elements for sequence k� and
let A � �ak�m�K�M be the collection of the starting
positions for all the sequences�

��� Distribution for permutations

Let Pi� i��� � � � � k� be observed permutations of
��� � � � �M �� We introduce an exchangeable joint dis�
tribution of �P�� � � � � Pk�� Among these permuta�
tions� we let nlm be the number of times Pi�m� � l�
for l � �� � � � �M and m � �� � � � �M � For example�
n�� denotes the number of times among all the K



permutations that motif � is permuted to the second
position� We introduce the exchangeable distribu�
tion for �P�� � � � � Pk� as

��P�� � � � � Pk� �
MY
l��

MY
l��

nlm� ���

This distribution enables us to conduct a simple pre�
dictive inference� Let Pk���jm� � m� m��� � � � �M �
i�e�� Pk�� permutes jm to mth position� Then

��Pk�� j P�� � � � � Pk� �
MY
m��

�nmjm � ��� ��

which can be understood as being proportional to
the product of the position propensities based on
the current observations P�� � � � � Pk�

This exchangeable joint distribution for any k
permutations can not be extended to that for an
in�nite sequence of permutations and thus� for the
joint distribution ��� we can not �nd a random vari�
able � �hidden variable� so that P�� � � � � Pk are con�
ditionally independent given �� The mathematical
properties of this distribution merits further inves�
tigation� It is interesting to note that� to the extend
of our knowledge� there seems to be no permutation
models that can facilitate us with simple Bayesian
predictive distributions� See Fligner and Verducci
��		�� for a thorough review of the area on ranking
data�

�� Multiple motifs via joint permu�
tation distribution

Let ��m� be the model for the m�th motif� where

��m� � ���m�
� � � � � � ��m�

wm
� and wm is the length of

the m�th motif� Now suppose in the K sequences
to be aligned� the order of the M motifs follow from
the joint permutation model de�ned in Section ���
and� conditional on the ordering� the elements are
described by the model parameter ��s�

At each iteration of a Gibbs sampling scheme�
the orders of the M elements in the K�� sequences
not under consideration are known� This order�
ing information are employed via the permutation
model� together with the residue frequency infor�
mation� to improve the sensitivity of the sampler in
predicting the element positions in the sequence un�
der consideration� Bayes theorem is used to combine
the predictive distribution �� of the element order�
ing and the sequence�related predictive distribution
of the form ����

Suppose that the M motifs are labeled as
f�� � � � �Mg� and let Pk� corresponding to sequence

k� denote a permutation of these labels so that
the ordering of the M motifs in sequence k is
Pk���� � � � � Pk�M �� Let P � �P�� � � � � PK� be the
K permutations governing the orderings of motifs
in the K given biological sequences� We use P�m�

to denote the vector �P��m�� � � � � PK�m��
T

� repre�
senting the collection of elements that is ordered
m in each of the K sequences� If the colinearity
is preserved� the Pk�m� should be identical for all
k � �� � � � �K�

We consider element m in sequence k� Given the
location information of all the elements in the re�
maining sequences� A��k	��� and the positions of the
rest of the motifs in the sequence under considera�
tion�Ak���m	� we can search through the unoccupied
residues in sequence k� excluding the possible over�
laps�

The M	� element positions Ak���m	 in sequence
k cut the sequence into M intervals� and element m
under consideration can be located in any of these
intervals� Without looking at the sequence residue
data� the joint permutation model for the M ele�
ments in the K sequences provides the conditional
probabilities for element m to be located at each in�
terval� In particular� we consider the probability dis�
tribution for the location of element m in sequence
k� conditioned on the relative order of the remain�
ing M 	 � elements in the sequence which are �xed
as j�� � � � � jM�� �i�e�� j��th motif is in front of j��th
motif ����� and the observed ordering of the M ele�
ments in the remaining K 	 � sequences not under
consideration� i�e��

�fPk j P
��
k �j�� � � � � � P��

k �jM���� P��k	g�

The probability q� that Pk�m� � � without se�
quence residues information is equal to

��Pk����m�Pk��� � j�� ���� Pk�M ��jM���jP��k	�

� �n�m � ���n�j� � �� � � � �nMjM�� � ���

Generally� the probability that Pk�m� � l can be
computed recursively as

q� � ��Pk����j�� Pk����m�Pk���j�� � � � jP��k	�

� q�
�n�j� � ���n�m � ��

�n�m � ���n�j� � ��
�

and

ql�� � ql
�nljl � ���n�l���m � ��

�nkm � ���n�k���jk � ��
�

Suppose that the positions of the M	� elements not
under consideration in sequence k are a� � a� �



� � � � aM��� then the set of q values is combined
with ��� as

��Ak�m � i j R�A��k��m	�

� qk��Ak�m � i j R�A��k	���

for i located between am�� and am� Here ��Ak�m �
i j R�A��k	��� is computed in the same way as ��� as
if there were only one motif�

� Alignment Via Markov

Propagation Model

In the presence of several motifs �elements� in each
sequence where the colinearity is assured� a straight�
forward application of the Gibbs sampler is usually
formidable or at least ine�cient� Even the joint
permutation model as described in previous section
may not be su�cient to fully capture such a struc�
ture� A Markov propagation model similar to the
HMM is employed and a specially tailored Gibbs
sampling strategy is proposed for the alignment of
functionally�related protein sequences with multiple
motifs� Our method is based on a recognition of
Markovian dependence structure among the posi�
tions of di�erent elements� involves using peeling al�

gorithm or local computation technique of Lauritzen
� Spiegelhalter ��	���� and relies on Gibbs sampling
techniques to complete our Bayesian analysis�

��� The basic model description

Suppose that there are M elements denoted as
E�� � � � � EM on each protein sequence to be aligned�
where each Em has width wm and is characterized
by its starting position in the sequence and a set of
parameters for the corresponding product multino�
mial model� Their positions can be regarded as a
realization of an inhomogeneous Markov chain� be�
cause the position of� say� Ei� is only dependent of
its nearest neighbors Ei�� and Ei��� Therefore� at
each step of the Gibbs sampler� we are able to draw
this whole chain conditioned on the current param�
eter values� and the observed sequence by using a
dynamic programming type algorithm� This algo�
rithm enables us to calculate the joint predictive
probability of all the element positions in one se�
quence �say� sequence k� in a propagation fashion
conditioned on the current element positions in the
rest of the sequences� and thus sample the element
positions �E�� � � � � EM� of sequence k jointly� This
is a special realization of the �grouping� procedure
proposed in Liu et� al� ��		�� and Liu ��		���

This model is very �exible� If we allow the width
of each element to be as short as �� then the model

proposed here is similar to a HMM with no deletion�
However� this may allow too much �exibilities and
scatter the information contained in the sequence
data so that the sensitivity of detecting subtle motifs
is decreased� An alternative that models the under�
lying biology well is to reserve nontrivial lengths for
the elements� For example� the CRP data treated
in Lawrence � Reilly ��		
� and Liu ��		�� can be
described through a propagation model with � el�
ements� each with length �� Using Markov model
instead of treating each element separately for this
problem aids to solicit information from all the mo�
tifs in alignment and will be especially useful in
aligning subtle motifs with gap variations�

�� Formula for propagation

Let A � �ak�m�K�M be a matrix with element
ak�m� sometimes also written as Ak�m� indicating
the starting position of the mth element in sequence

k� We let ��m� � ��
�m�
� � � � � � ��m�

wm
�� where wm

is the width of the mth element� be the model
for residue frequencies of the mth motif� and let
W � w� � � � � � wM � With given position infor�
mation of the elements� the model likelihood can be
written as

��R j A� �����

� �
h�R

fAg
�

�

MY
m��

wmY
j��
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�m�
j g

h�RA��m�j��
�
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where
Ak����ak��� � � � � ak�M�� A��m��a��m� � � � � aK�m�� and
A�k� � � A n fAk��g� With the same reasoning as
in aligning single motif� we can integrate out the
��s to simplify computation� We assume that� ir�
respective of R� �� � D��� and ��m� � D�B�m��

for m � �� � � � �M � where B�m� � ��
�m�
� � � � � ���m�

wm
��

Then ��A j R� is proportional to

�fh�RfAg� ��g

�

MY
m��

wmY
j��

�fh�RA��m�j��� � �
�m�
j g�

We now introduce a Markov structure for a priori
distribution of Ak�� � �ak��� � � � � ak�M�� i�e��

��Ak��� �
M��Y
m��

qi�ak�m� ak�m���



where qm�x� y� is some penalty function of arbitrary
term� for example� ��jx	 yj or expf	�x	 y��g and
so on� In many cases it is perhaps reasonable to
assume that qm�x� y� is only a function of the dis�
tance jx	 yj and does not depend on m� De�ning
qM�x� y� � �� we write the crucial conditional pre�
dictive distribution for Ak�� as

��Ak����i�� � � � � iM � j R�A�k	���

�

MY
m��

���
��qm�im� im���

wmY
j��

�
	 ��

�m�

j

���



A
h�rk�im�j�� �

���
� �

where the ���s are the same as those in ���� If we elect
not to penalize large gaps� for example� we can let
the q functions be constant� Then the correspond�
ing model for the multiple elements only uses the
colinearity as the extra constraint�

In order to sample Ak�� from the above distribu�
tion� we propagate the information �i�e�� doing sum�
mations� from left to right using a method similar to
dynamic programming so as to obtain the marginal
distribution of Ak�M � and then sample backward�
Let Q�m� � �qm�i� j��nk�nk denote the a priori

penalty matrix� and let u�m� � �u
�m�
� � � � � � u

�m�
nk ��

where u
�m�
n �

Qwm
j��

�
��
�m�

j ����
�h�rk�n�j���

� for

n��� � � � � nk� denote the marginal distribution of the
starting position of the mth element� We de�ne two
operations for vectors and matrices� For any two
vectors u��u�� � � � � un� and v��v�� � � � � vn�� we let

u  v � v  u � �u�v�� � � � � unvn��

and for a matrix M � �mij�n�n� we de�ne

u M � M  u � �mijuj�n�n�

u
T

M � M  u
T

� �mijui�n�n�

We recursively compute

v�m��� � fv�m�Q�m�g  u�m���

for m � �� � � � �M 	 �� Then v�M� is proportional
to the marginal distribution of ak�M � To sample
backward� we also need to compute and store

G�m� � fv�m�g
T

Q�m�� for m � �� � � � �M 	 ��

The sampling procedure is then proceeded as fol�
lows� We �rst draw ak�M from the distribution pro�
portional to v�M�� Let this draw be denoted by a
row vector xM with all entries zero but a one for the
�ak�M��th coordinate� Then ak�M�� is drawn from

the distribution proportional to G�M���x
T

M and de�
noted by vector xM��� Recursively� ak�m is drawn

from the distribution proportional to G�m�x
T

m�� and
denoted by vector xm�

� Discussion

The three models for aligning sequences with multi�
ple elements di�er in a number of important ways�
First only the permutation models permit elments to
occur in di�erent orders in the sequences� The HMM
and propagation models explicitly assume that the
elments remain in order� i�e�� are �colinear�� Prop�
agation and HMM di�er in the way in which align�
ments are de�ned� In HMM alignments are de�ned
by the sequence of insertions� deletions and match
states assigned to positions in the sequences� This
property along with the Markovian assumption im�
ply that gap lengths are geometrically distributed�
The propagation model makes no such assumption�
and thus permits the use of an arbitrary distribution
of gap lengths� While it appears that the premuta�
tion and propagation models required �xed length
elements� Liu et al� ��		�� have shown how this
limitation can be circumvented through the use of a
column sampling method� For these models the col�
umn sampling algorithm can be extended to permit
the movement of columns between aligned elements�
In this way one only need to specify the total num�
ber of residues believed to be common to the set
of sequences� As currently formulated� neither the
propagation model nor the permutation model per�
mit deletions� We �nd� however� that one can incor�
porate gaps into the propagation and permutation
models as either overlaps of elements or a complete
absense of some elements in some sequences� These
generalization will be further described in a future
publication�

Computational method can only be expected to
successfully advance science if the algorithms used
by these methods are based on models that faith�
fully represent the underlying science� In the early
days of computational molecular biology it was of�
ten su�cient to implicitly achieve this end by cap�
turing in any reasonable fashion a few of the rele�
vant major variables� Those days of early success
are rapidly coming to a close� as it becomes increas�
ingly important to explicitly model key character�
istics of the underlying physicochemical constraints
imposed on biopolymers� Accordingly� in this article
we have spelled out explicitly the assumptions and
the meaning of parameters behind several new and
successful alignment algorithms� and provided a uni�
�cation and generalization of the statistical models



that have been successfully applied to the biopoly�
mer sequence alignment problems recently� The ex�
plicit parametrization for hidden Markov model and
for the latter propagation model can be very useful
in facilitating a sampling�based algorithm�
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